Robert Gould, Accepted T.E.N. General Manager Boyce, Retires From Post

Walker Memorial Comm. Plans Fresh Competition

Competition for positions on the T.E.N. Executive Board and the Tech Engineering News, has been announced by Carroll W. Boyce, 10-44, who last retired from those positions on February 1st, to retire to relieve himself of responsibilities, that will demand much of his time and attention. In his new position, Mr. Boyce will be responsible for the entire operation of the Tech Engineering News.

Mr. Boyce has been actively associated with the Tech Engineering News for many years, and has been a valuable asset to the magazine. He has been a member of the Editorial Board since its inception, and has contributed many articles and editorials to the magazine. His knowledge of the field of engineering and his ability to write clear, concise, and informative articles have made him a valuable member of the editorial staff.

The Tech Engineering News is a well-respected and widely read magazine, and its new editor, Robert Gould, will be responsible for ensuring that it continues to be an authoritative and informative source of information for those interested in the field of engineering.

The new editor, Robert Gould, has a long history with the Tech Engineering News, having worked as an editorial assistant and later as an associate editor. He has a strong background in engineering, and is well-versed in the latest developments in the field.

The Tech Engineering News will continue to be a valuable resource for those interested in the field of engineering, and we look forward to seeing it continue to grow and evolve under the leadership of Robert Gould.